2018 BIG TEN MEN'S ICE HOCKEY TOURNAMENT

March 2-4, 10 and 17
Campus Sites

QUARTERFINALS
MARCH 2-4
Best-of-Three Series

SEMIFINALS
SATURDAY, MARCH 10*
Single Elimination

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
SATURDAY, MARCH 17*
Single Elimination

#1 Seed
Hosted by #1 Seed
Time: TBA
TV: TBA

#2 Seed
Hosted by #2 Seed
Times: TBA
TV: TBA

#7 Seed

#3 Seed
Hosted by #3 Seed
Times: TBA
TV: TBA

#6 Seed

#4 Seed
Hosted by #4 Seed
Times: TBA
TV: TBA

#5 Seed

Lowest Advancing Seed

Highest Advancing Seed
Hosted by Highest Advancing Seed
Time: TBA
TV: TBA

Second-Highest Advancing Seed

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
Hosted by Highest Advancing Seed
Time: TBA
TV: TBA

2018 TOURNAMENT CHAMPION

* Date subject to change.